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TO DREAM A LITTLE DREAM

Having left behind a bitter childhood, Ruby Connors quickly finds that marriage
is not quite the escape she imagined. Instead, as a military wife in Washington,
D.C., loneliness turns out to be her most dependable companion. But determined
to realize her faith in happiness, she raises her two children in a nurturing,
beautiful home that mirrors her resourcefulness and good sense. It’s the perfect
environment in which to bake delicious, unforgettable cookies. After years of
struggle, Mrs. Sugar’s Cookies succeeds beyond Ruby’s wildest dreams. But
closest to her heart is the memory of the man she longs for in her soul…
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Having left behind a bitter childhood, Ruby Connors quickly finds that marriage is not quite the escape she
imagined. Instead, as a military wife in Washington, D.C., loneliness turns out to be her most dependable
companion. But determined to realize her faith in happiness, she raises her two children in a nurturing,
beautiful home that mirrors her resourcefulness and good sense. It’s the perfect environment in which to
bake delicious, unforgettable cookies. After years of struggle, Mrs. Sugar’s Cookies succeeds beyond Ruby’s
wildest dreams. But closest to her heart is the memory of the man she longs for in her soul…
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Editorial Review

From Publishers Weekly
In pleasant prose fortified by good plotting, prolific author Michaels ( Texas Sunrise ) tells the story of Ruby
Connors, who bolts from her hometown of Barstow, Penn., as soon as she graduates from high school,
happily leaving behind her abusive father, servile mother and brutalized sister Opal. She gets a civil service
job in post-WW II Washington, D.C., where she initially lives with her sister Amber and falls in love with
serviceman Calvin Santos. Unable to believe in her feelings, insecure Calvin decamps after a trivial
misunderstanding, and Ruby marries Marine Andrew Blue. She bears him two children, but he is a hostile,
stern husband and father. Myriad years and countless plot developments go by; Ruby survives various crises,
maintains a strong female friendship and uses money left by her beloved grandmother to help friends and
sisters. Her final "season" finds her wealthy and free, but lonely and still searching for life's meaning until, in
the closing pages, she decides to make herself useful to others. Though Ruby is not always likable and the
author passes too quickly over some vital events in the narrative, readers should enjoy this bustling tale.
Copyright 1994 Reed Business Information, Inc.

From Library Journal
With five million copies of her "Texas" series (e.g., Texas Sunrise , Ballantine, 1993) in print, Michaels
needs no introduction to romance fans. Here, she traces the exceptional life and loves of Ruby Blue.
Copyright 1993 Reed Business Information, Inc.

From Kirkus Reviews
A fat pancake of a novel, the author's second hardcover production tells the life story of one Ruby Blue--
from an abused childhood and youth, to years as wife of a Marine, personal liberation, life in the world of
industry, and her golden years in a rural retreat. Throughout the career of Ruby Blue, monster men abound.
There's Papa George in their Pennsylvania home, a slasher, smacker, and wife beater, who requires that his
daughters repay him, in bucks, for the cost of raising them. Then there's Ruby's husband, Andrew (met in
those WW II glory days in D.C.), who is heavy on the verbal abuse and generally amoral. Ruby's lifelong
friend Dixie is regularly slugged mercilessly by husband Hugo. Ruby's longtime true love, Calvin, is a gentle
soul, but his wife, Eva, is as lethal as the men; fortunately for Calvin, she lacks the biceps. Ruby weathers
life with Andrew at Marine bases and puts up with his callous treatment of their two children, but after
Andrew admits to having gambled away their son's college money she finally decamps to New Jersey. Ruby
soldiers on with Dixie, and their kitchen cookie business goes international in no time. As for the men, they'll
get theirs: Papa George is Bobbittized with scalding grape jelly; the late Hugo's ashes get lost in traffic; and
Ruby dumps Calvin. But Andrew sees the light. Glop. However, bear in mind the author's smashing success
in paperback, including her Texas saga (5 million sold). -- Copyright ©1994, Kirkus Associates, LP. All
rights reserved.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Mario Rice:

Throughout other case, little folks like to read book Seasons of Her Life. You can choose the best book if
you love reading a book. Providing we know about how is important a book Seasons of Her Life. You can
add knowledge and of course you can around the world by way of a book. Absolutely right, due to the fact
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from book you can recognize everything! From your country till foreign or abroad you can be known. About
simple thing until wonderful thing you can know that. In this era, we can open a book as well as searching by
internet device. It is called e-book. You can use it when you feel bored stiff to go to the library. Let's
examine.

Sharon Hardin:

Information is provisions for individuals to get better life, information presently can get by anyone from
everywhere. The information can be a understanding or any news even a problem. What people must be
consider whenever those information which is inside former life are challenging be find than now could be
taking seriously which one works to believe or which one typically the resource are convinced. If you get the
unstable resource then you obtain it as your main information there will be huge disadvantage for you. All
those possibilities will not happen within you if you take Seasons of Her Life as the daily resource
information.

Jack Morgan:

People live in this new day of lifestyle always try to and must have the spare time or they will get large
amount of stress from both lifestyle and work. So , when we ask do people have time, we will say absolutely
yes. People is human not just a robot. Then we question again, what kind of activity are you experiencing
when the spare time coming to you actually of course your answer will probably unlimited right. Then ever
try this one, reading books. It can be your alternative within spending your spare time, the actual book you
have read will be Seasons of Her Life.

Donald Edmond:

Do you like reading a publication? Confuse to looking for your chosen book? Or your book has been rare?
Why so many question for the book? But any people feel that they enjoy for reading. Some people likes
looking at, not only science book but novel and Seasons of Her Life or maybe others sources were given
information for you. After you know how the truly amazing a book, you feel need to read more and more.
Science publication was created for teacher or students especially. Those publications are helping them to
add their knowledge. In some other case, beside science reserve, any other book likes Seasons of Her Life to
make your spare time much more colorful. Many types of book like this.
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